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CRAFTSMAN® Introduces Lineup of Mechanics Tools
CRAFTSMAN brand introduces more than 600 new mechanics tools this year

TOWSON, MD (Aug. 16, 2018) – CRAFTSMAN®, unveils a range of mechanics tools as a category within a
comprehensive line of CRAFTSMAN tools and equipment. The new mechanics tools continue the legacy of
reliable, high-performance tools automotive enthusiasts and professional technicians have come to expect.

The lineup of mechanic and automotive tools will meet a wide variety of end user needs. The lineup is
comprised of more than 600 unique offerings including the 121-piece Gunmetal Chrome Mechanics Tool Set
(CMMT12033), 159-piece Mechanics Tool Set (CMMT12025) and 3/8-inch Drive 120 Tooth Gunmetal Chrome
Ratchet (CMMT82011).

“The CRAFTSMAN brand has been an icon in the automotive space for decades,” said Tom Chang, Director of
Product Management at CRAFTSMAN. “With our new mechanics tool offerings, customers will see that we’re
delivering classic CRAFTSMAN quality and innovation building on our legacy of instilling pride and
accomplishment with our customers.”

121-piece Gunmetal Chrome Mechanics Tool Set (CMMT12033)

Features a 120T Dual Pawl Ratchet for easy access in tight spaces
A gunmetal chrome finish helps provide corrosion resistance
Long panel anti-slip wrenches solid grip on tough fasteners
Includes a durable carrying case with metal latches and removable metal hinges
Backed by the CRAFTSMAN Full Lifetime Warranty with hassle-free replacement
For pricing information please visit, www.craftsman.com  

159-piece Mechanics Tool Set (CMMT12025)

Includes three 72-tooth pear head ratchets
Includes a long-lasting carrying case with the removable hinges that fit perfectly into CRAFTSMAN metal
storage units
Includes the CRAFTSMAN Full Lifetime Warranty with hassle-free replacement
For pricing information please visit, www.craftsman.com

3/8-inch Drive 120T Gunmetal Chrome Ratchet (CMMT82011)

120-tooth count dual pawl ratchet allows for access to difficult and narrow spaces
Sleek gunmetal chrome finish aids in resisting corrosion
For pricing information please visit, www.craftsman.com

At CRAFTSMAN, we believe that tools and storage don’t just work well, they work well together. The next
generation of CRAFTSMAN products offer compatibility across categories, offering the ultimate organization
solution for the garage, workshop, shed, or jobsite. Check out the full CRAFTSMAN System and learn more
at www.craftsman.com. 

The broad line of CRAFTSMAN power tools and equipment will be available in stores and online beginning in
September 2018.

For more information about the relaunch of the CRAFTSMAN brand, including videos, product specifications and
where to buy, visit www.craftsman.com.

About CRAFTSMAN:
CRAFTSMAN is the American icon that homeowners, home builders, auto enthusiasts and master mechanics
have trusted since 1927 – and today’s CRAFTSMAN continues that legacy. With a focus on reliable, high-
performance tools, storage and equipment, CRAFTSMAN has revived its long-established pride in superior
quality. Now it’s easier than ever to get the tools trusted for generations at more places than ever. For more
information visit www.craftsman.com or follow CRAFTSMAN on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 
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